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The organisation also played a major role in the March on Washington for
Jobs and Freedom, where King delivered his ' I Have a Dream' speech on
the steps of the Lincoln Memorial on 28 August 1963. The visibility that
SCLC brought to the civil rights struggle laid the groundwork for passage
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Adam
Fairclough argues that the SCLC built a bridge from the black proletariat
to the white liberal elite and then, finally, to the halls of Congress and the
White House.
By the latter half of the decade, tensions were growing between SCLC
and more militant protest groups such as SNCC and the Congress of
Racial Equality. Amid calls for 'Black Power', King and SCLC were often
criticised for being too moderate and overly dependent on the support of
white liberals. The assassination of King on 4 April 1968 crippled SCLC's
momentum which had often been overshadowed by its leader's
prominence.
Headquartered in Atlanta, SCLC is now a nationwide organisation
with chapters and affiliates located throughout the United States. It
continues its commitment to nonviolent action to achieve social,
economic, and political justice and is focused on issues such as racial
profiling, police brutality, hate crimes, and discrimination.
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Contemplation as Connection:
Fruitful Action on an Unraveling Planet

Gordon Oyer
Introduction
We need no further reminders that, contrary to the voice of modern
Western hubris, our human species cannot stand aloof from the natural
biosphere that surrounds us. Unfolding 'natural' crises, both immediate
and gradual, perpetually impress that reality upon us. The rapid global
spread of COVID-19 feels like a Gaiac 1 warning shot across humanity's
bow, a wake-up call to our vulnerability, a reminder not to take for
granted the delicate balance of the ecosphere we have always relied
upon. Although this pandemic of 2020 compels our immediate focus, the
broad unr'aveling of biospheric stability continues unchecked, carrying
existential implications that transcend the many human 'social issues' we
also face.
The following reflections focus on our human role within that
precarious balance and how Thomas Merton's contemplative
engagement might inform our response. After recapping certain recent
Catholic writings that reframe how we relate to Earth, the paper reflects
on how Merton's contemplative experience somewhat anticipated these
reframings and models a grounding from which to engage fruitfully with
the problem.
Climate Crisis and Human Response
Various options have surfaced to address our ecological cns1s,
emergency, catastrophe, collapse - you may pick your favorite
description. Many of these options draw upon a pragmatism that
presumes our historic trajectory of human development, economic
expansion, and material consumption can more or less continue with
only some technological tweaks. Others, however, suggest a much deeper
and more fundamental problem, one that rests with the very assumptions
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embedded within those technocratic approaches. They instead see our
key task as transforming the very role humanity plays within the
biosphere that sustains us. This means in particular dismantling the
perceived objective for human life as that of autonomous individuality
and reconfiguring it into one of partnered participation with fellow
species within our landscapes.
This was the message of Passionist theologian Thomas Berry, who
asserted in the 1990s that, 'The historical mission of our time is to
reinvent the human - at the species level, with critical reflection, within
the community of life systems.' He elaborated:

and together form a kind of universal family, a sublime communion.'
Therefore, 'Nature cannot be r egarded as something separate from
ourselves or as a mere setting in which we live. We are part of nature,
included in it and thus in constant interaction w ith it.'4

'At the species level' because our problems are beyond any
existing cultural solution .... 'With critical reflection' because
... our knowledge needs to be a creative response to the
natural world, rather than a domination of the natural world.
... 'Within the community of life systems' because, [since] the
Earth, at present, is not adequately understood either by our
spiritual or our scientific traditions, the human has become an addendum or an intrusion [into] the total Earth
community.2
Catholic theologian Elizabeth A. Johnson echoed Berry in her 2014 book
Ask the Beasts: Darwin and the God of Love. She challenged our traditional
reading of the mandate in Genesis 1 to 'have dominion' as something that
grants humans 'the right to master the natural world' through possession
of an 'innate superiority' that implies our prerogative to 'command and
control' the planet. Even versions of this 'dominion' that issue a
theological 'call to stewardship' and mandate us to 'protect and care for
creation' still place humanity at the 'apex of the pyramid of living
creatures with rights over otherkind'. Johnson contrasts this with a
different interpretation of scripture that reveals a 'paradigm of the
community of creation' where 'humans and other living beings ... form
one community woven together by the common thread of having been
created by God.' She ultimately calls upon us to deconstruct and dissolve
this hierarchical pyramid and reshape human self-perception. Rather
than sit atop such a pyramid, we must become coequal participants
within a dynamic circle of life.3
The year following Johnson's book, Pope Francis encouraged a
similar, though perhaps not as radical, rethinking of humanity's place on
the planet in his encyclical, Laudato Si'. He asserted that 'as part of the
universe ... [all created things of this world] are linked by unseen bonds

Personhood
Within this homo sapiens sapiens apex of inter-species hierarchy, humans
have also tended to construct pyramids of intra-human hierarchies. 5 We
have done so since the dawn of civilization itself, jockeying for the social
supremacy of our own particular brand. Whether we order by culture,
race, gender, sexual orientation, nation, political party, class, educational
level, intellectual or physical capacity, what have you - we consistently
seek to construct and impose our version of domination over other
humans. It goes without saying that these human stratification paradigms
also have catastrophic consequences for those relegated to the base
levels of these pyramids-within-a-pyramid. So in all cases-whether it's
the grand endgame of climate catastrophe or the intertwined array of
human 'social issues' - our paradigm of self-constructed pyramids of
domination is busily at work driving our destructive behaviors.
One of the themes to which Thomas Merton often returned can help
to dismantle this pyramid of domination amongst humans: his Catholic
version of human 'personhood'. It lies within a diverse and eclectic
stream of thought often collectively labeled 'personalism' that gained
traction among Catholics to counter the Enlightenment's alternative
concept of the free-floating, autonomous 'individual'. It asserts the
premise that full personhood originates not through liberation and
separation from others, but through a shared connection to a common
source of existence intrinsic to all. Some strains of Catholic personalism
became ensnared within that 'pyramid of domination' trap to grant
personhood only for members of the Catholic faith. But as the concept
evolved over the course of the twentieth century, blossoming with the
Second Vatican Council and its final statement, personhood became
recognized as innate to all human beings.6
As for Elizabeth Johnson's larger pyramid, which elevates humans as
dominant over all else on the planet, Franciscan Daniel Horan's book
Catholicity and Emerging Personhood: A Contemporary Theological
Anthropology offers a helpful response. He expands this notion of
'personhood' still further, helping to retain Johnson's critique without
jettisoning the concept of personhood itself. Horan returns to the original
Greek root of the term 'Catholic' as reflecting a sense of 'wholeness' and
the pursuit of 'wholemaking', rather than simply 'universality'. He
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proceeds to frame humanity as a distinct yet interdependent part of the
'whole' of Johnson's community of creation - a view that weaves
together inclusivity and distinctiveness within a larger w hole.
Horan also rethinks the concept of imago Dei, humans as God's image.
Drawing on other writers, he notes that despite its long-standing use to
signify human superiority within the created order, we have no clear
biblical basis for doing so. He sees instead a stronger biblical case that all
creation contains the imago Dei, not just humans: 'Humans reflect the
divine image when ... [we] pattern our choices after God's plan for us. So,
too, our nonhuman creaturely neighbors reflect the divine image when
they live and move and have their being in accord with God's plan for
them.' The great 'imago Dei' question then becomes one of discenring
God's place for humanity as a whole within the overall community of
creation - neither above it nor focused just on the place of individual
persons within it. Though he does not explicitly define what that plan of
God is, Horan explores these implications for how we see gender, race,
and sexual orientation within the human family, as well as calling upon us
to recognize and respect the imago Dei residing within other species:?
Horan's study is not as expansive as it could be - he does not explore
where plant life and the landscape itself fit in this expanded imago Dei.
But his catholicity resonates with many indigenous views that regard life
as fully interdependent with all of creation. Mirroring this theme, Pope
Francis noted in Laudato Si' that: 'indigenous communities and their
cultural traditions ... are not merely one minority among others .... For
them, land is ... a sacred space with which they need to interact.' 8

provides a basis for participation in collaborative community while also
honoring distinct and unique personalities.
For Merton, the universality of personhood was never in doubt. He
especially emphasized this universal connection to relations within the
human family, as did most of his contemporaries. But, to a degree that is
impressive for the 1960s, he also pointed toward extending its
implications beyond our own species. Merton often named the source of
this connection as 'God', but he drew on various other images as well, to
help better envision the nature of that reality. One image is that of a
'common ground' from which all things emerge. He uses this, for example,
in a passage that inspired the title of William Shannon's anthology of
Merton's letters on social concerns and religious experience. In a 196 7
letter to Ami ya Chakravarty Merton described 'the happiness of being at
one with everything in that hidden ground of Love for which there can be
no expianations:10 Everything, not everyone. Shannon elaborated that,
'Merton discovered God as the ground of his own being and in that same
ground he found the rest of reality ... in a unity that was beyond
separateness.'11
Merton borrowed a second image from the French Catholic mystic
Louis Massignon. For Merton this 'point vierge', or virginal point 'at the
center of our being', was 'a point of nothingness which is untouched by
sin and illusion' and 'belongs entirely to God'.12 Significantly, he also
applies the term to earthly rhythms: 'The first chirps of the waking day
birds mark the "point vierge" of the dawn . ... They begin to speak to [the
Father] ... with an awakening question that is their dawn state, their state
at the "point vierge". Their condition asks if it is time for them to "be". He
answers "yes".'13
During his final year, Merton especially displays his growing
awareness of the need to reframe our hierarchical pyramid of species
into a swirling community of creation. His reading of Roderick Nash's
Wilderness in the American Mind introduced him to a stream of
environmentalist thought, including Aldo Leopold's concept of the need
for humans to develop an 'ecological consciousness'.14 He described his
understanding of this ecological consciousness in a February 1968 letter
to the futurist Barbara Hubbard, saying: 'We belong to a community of
living beings and we owe our fellow members in this community the
respect and honor due them. If we are to enter into a new era, well and
good, but let's bring the rest of the living along with us.' 15

Shared Being
So what does all of this have to do with contemplation, fruitful action, and
Thomas Merton? For one thing, probing Merton's social commentary and
writings on the primacy of connecting with our "true self' as persons
helps envision a path toward freedom from those paradigms of
domination. In his study Merton and Walsh on the Person, Robert
Imperato suggests that 'the person' was in fact Merton's 'root metaphor',
and that Merton's social writings used 'principles that are linked to his
intuition of the person'. 9 In some writings, such as those on nonviolence,
Merton explicitly invokes the concept. Merton's use of personhood offers
an alternative both to modern individualism and also to a competing
ideal of 'community' that has sometimes devolved into seeking
'uniformity'. In navigating this individuality/ community t ension,
Merton's idea of 'person' as being grounded in a transcending connection
with, rather than in opposition to, other humans becomes life-giving. It

Contemplation
Merton saw his practice of contemplation as a means of connecting w ith
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this 'ground of love', or 'poin t vierge', or 'ecological consciousness'. All
three of these images convey a sense of immersion w ithin or going
deeper into material realities, rather than transcending or rising above
them. He regularly associated contemplative practice with an experien ce
of awakening from illusions constructed either by mass society or our
own egos, illusions that obscure the ground of love already residing
within our very being. In his essay 'Contemplation in a World of Action',
Merton offers a view of God as 'immanent', one that 'sees God as directly
a nd intimately present in the very ground of our being ... , [a v iew that] is
actually much closer to the contemplative tradition ... [in w hich] we
awaken not only to a realization of the immensity and m ajesty of God
"out there", ... but also [to] a more intimate and wonderful perception of
Him as directly and personally present in our own b eing.' 16 Returning to
his 196 7 Chakravarty letter, Merton reflected on 'the reality that is
present to us and in us .... By being attentive ... we can find ourself
engulfed in such happiness that it cannot be explained, the happiness of
being at one w ith everything.'17
And in closing his book New Seeds of Contemplation he invokes yet
another image, inviting u s to:

the fruits of these human encounters. This contemplative dance that
wove together all levels of Merton's experience and interaction informed
h is public writings, infusing them with prescience and insight, helping to
render them highly relevant for us today.
Merton has good company in considering contemplation as a means
to connect with the community of creation. Elizabeth Johnson w r ites
how:

Hear His call and follow him in His mysterious, cosmic dance.
We do not have to go very far to catch the echoes of that
game an d of that dancing. When we are alone on a starlit
night; w h en by chance we see the migrating birds in autumn
descending on a grove of junipers to rest and eat; ... w hen we
know love in our ow n hearts; or when ... we hear a n old frog
land in a quiet pond with a solitary s plas h - at such times
the awake ning ... the 'newness', the emptiness and the purity
of vision that make themselves evident, provide a glimpse of
the cosmic dance.
The more we p ersist in
misunderstanding the phenomena of life, the more we
analyze them out into strange finalities and complex
purposes of our own .... We are invited to forget ourselves on
purpose, cast away our awful solemnity to the winds and join
in the general da nce.rn
Into this gener al cosmic dance of contemplation, Mer ton brought with
him not just his engagement with the natural world but also his
en counters with the human world: his voracious reading, his person al
conversations, his voluminous correspondence. His contemplative
experience would have been truncated and incomplete ha d it excluded

In contemplation people [will] look on the natural world w ith
affection rather than with an ar roga nt, utilitarian stare . ...
Contemplation deepens human connection with the world,
enfolding other species into our love an d passionate care .... A
sensuous, earth-affirming asceticism leads people t o liv e
m ore simply not to make themselves suffer and not because
they a re anti-body, but to free themselves from enslavement
to market practices that harm other living cr eatures.19
Thomas Berry writes of entering the arena of 'interior communion' in
contrast to 'exterior manipulation or compulsion':
Nothing can be itself without being in communion with
everything else . ... To understand this both intellectually and
emotionally is the basic work of contemplation that would
lead humankind to fulfill the next phase of the cosmic story
[where humans] define themselves in relation to the earth,
not primarily in relation to themselves.20
Laudato si' somew hat echoes this theme as well:

[Ecological conversion] ent ails a loving awar eness that we
are not disconnected from the rest of creatures, but joined in
a splendid universal communion. As b eliever s, we do not look
at the world from without but from within, conscious of the
bonds with which t he Father has linked us to all beings ....
Nature is filled with words of love, but how ca n we listen to
them am id constant noise, interminable and nerve-racking
distractions, or t he cult of appearances? ... An integral
ecology includes taking time to recover a serene harmony
with cr eation, reflecting on our lifestyles and our ideals, and
contemplating the Creator who lives among us and
s urrounds us, w hose presence 'must not be contrived but
found, uncovered.'21
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For his part, rather than appeal to contemplation per se, Daniel Horan
invokes Karl Rahner's idea of 'mysticism as the primordial experience of
God in everyday life'.22 According to Rahner: 'The devout Christian of the
future will either be a "mystic", one who has "experienced" something, or
he will cease to be anything at all.'Z3

served as 'the right battleground, ... a sort of guerilla-outpost type of
thing', acknowledging that: 'This kind of place is where I am finally
reduced to my nothingness and have to depend on God.'26 He rejected
becoming simply another 'anti-ascetic humanist', because for him:

Fruitful Action
Although contemplative connection with our common ground can
awaken us to the urgency of dismantling those illusionary pyramids, for
the bulk of humanity contemplation alone cannot be enough. Most of us
must wed it to fruitful action. Merton laboured mightily with the
dialectical tension between these two practices, and toward the end of his
life he tended to diverge from some of his activist friends as he tried to
reconcile those practices with his monastic vocation. Perhaps naming
what we consider 'fruitful' illuminates much of that divergence. Merton
consistently argued that measuring effectiveness using 'pragmatic' and
empirical parameters valued by modern technological society - the
society reflected in Elizabeth Johnson's pyramid of domination ~ was
self-defeating, though most of humanity uses those very parameters to
calculate and measure what is 'fruitful'. He remained sceptical of actions
bound to ideological stances or objectification of others. Merton instead
measured 'fruitfulness' based on cultivating personal conscience, human
connection, and the actions and interactions that organically flow from
them to engage specific, concrete human needs.
Merton increasingly faced this tension as he related to friends and
correspondents. Catholic theologian Rosemary Radford Ruether, for
example, vigorously questioned the modern relevance of his monastic
life. She claimed it was 'no longer the eschatological sign and witness in
the church'. Instead, it is immersion in 'the steaming ghetto of the big city,
not the countryside' that leads to 'the radical overcoming of this world'.
That was now the place 'where one renews creation ... and does hand to
hand combat with the demons. [In this modern era,] withdrawal and
solitude is not a life vocation, it is part of a larger rhythm of life.'24 She
rejected simply saying, 'That is all right for you but not for me, but we are
both equally good Christians. ' For her, 'salvation is precisely salvation of
and not from the world.' Ruether maintained that "'The world" is not
creation but the sphere of the powers and principalities. All monasticism
rests on a mistaken confusion of creation with this world:2s Thus she
could not regard monasticism as the true expression of a radical
Christianity.
Merton stood firm, maintaining that, for him, his surrounding woods

The monastic life is in closer contact with God's good creation
and is in many ways ... more human than life in the
supposedly comfortable, pleasurable world .... I live in the
woods and according to a tempo of sun and moon and season
in which it is naturally easy and possible to walk in God's
light. ... All you do is breathe and look around and wash
dishes, type, etc. Or just listen to the birds .... To my mind the
monk is one of those who not only saves the world in the
theological sense, but saves it literally, protecting it against
the destructiveness of the rampaging city of greed, war, etc.
And this loving care for natural creatures becomes, in some
sense, a warrant of his theological mission and ministry as a
man of contemplation. I refuse in practice to accept any
theory or method of contemplation that simply divides soul
against body, interior against exterior, and then tries to
transcend itself by pushing creatures out into the dark.27
Merton also faced challenges to his contemplative vocation as both the
Vietnam War and resistance to it escalated in the late sixties. Merton
remained more focused on social transformation towards a culture of
peace than on political intervention with the mechanics of the war and its
draft. This comes through as his friends ramped up their overt resistance
through public rallies and draft board raids. When Gethsemani's new
abbot permitted Merton greater mobility in 1968, his close friend Dan
Berrigan asked Merton to join the speaking circuit in support of their
public work. Merton responded that, despite his relaxed restrictions, the
abbot permitted only travel within a monastic context. He explained that
his own stance 'against any form of public appearance' led him to decline,
because:
It is not consistent with what my life has been and has
become. I don't think I can do what God and the Gospel
demand of me personally unless I maintain the special kind
of conditions I have been chosen for .... As regards peace
movements etc.: my job continues to be putting it on paper as
best I can, I think, and, by letter or otherwise, helping
individual C.O.'s [Conscientious Objectors] with advice.28
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As Catholic draft board raids multiplied, Merton publicly stated his
continued friendship and respect for those who participated in those
raids and affirmed the integrity of their motivations, but he also
expressed disagreement with their actions. Five days after the third of
these draft board raids by a group known as the Milwaukee Fourteen,
Merton vented in a conference with Alaskan nuns that he was 'mad at my
friends who are going around burning draft records. I think they are nuts
- they are ruining the peace movement, ... the thing they are trying to
help.'29
This comment highlights what Daniel Berrigan later described as their
friendship's 'one path or one voyage branching into two',30 But rather
than two separate voyages, perhaps it is better seen as a common voyage
to a common destination sailing in complementary vessels. Both sought a
world of peace and reconciliation. But the vessel chosen by Berrigan and
Ruether focused primarily on direct engagement with and resistance to
the mechanics of principalities and powers busily at work dominating the
planet. Merton's vessel focused more on a deep connection with a
'common ground of being' as the primary resource to transform and
overcome those powers. The former emphasized resisting behaviors, the
latter emphasized transforming consciousness, but each approach
ultimately sought the same end.

sound ideology. Neither is that rhythm limited to levelling pyramids of
domination within human society. Rhythms of contemplation must
ultimately immerse us in the general dance of wholeness that enables us
to commune with our connective 'point vierge', our common ground of
love. This dance integrates us not only with humanity, but with the plants
and animals, landscapes and atmospheres of our shared presence on
Earth. Only then might a truly transformed, collective 'ecological
consciousness' emerge, one capable of communion with the whole of
creation.

Conclusion
No doubt most would agree that we must both confront the Powers and
connect with the Ground of Love. Many would resonate with Ruether's
pursuit of 'rhythms' that both withdraw and engage. Most might also
concur that few are, or can be, called to immersion in a fully
contemplative life. Yet Ruether was undoubtedly incorrect that this latter
vocation has become irrelevant to the 'salvation' of Earth. Especially as
awareness of our existential crisis expands, we need those who remain
immersed in contemplation as a connection with that hidden, common
ground - those fully engaged with Creation's general dance. Even those
who choose Ruether's rhythms of engagement and withdrawal continue
to benefit from voices like Merton's, voices dedicated to contemplative
experience that help us keep focused on what seasons of contemplative
withdrawal are all about. 'Contemplation does not mean prescinding
from present material reality for some other reality,' Merton instructed
Gethsmani's monks in the summer of his final year. 'There is only one
reality .... It means penetrating the only reality we've got.~31
The need for a contemplative rhythm is not to reflect and rest and
plan for better ways to dominate, even in the name of a noble cause or a

This paper was prepared for the 2020 Conference of the Thomas Merton Society of
Great Britain and Ireland, 2-4 April 2020, with the theme 'Contemplation and
Fruitful Action'.
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I HEREBY PLEl)(jE fv1YSELF ·MY PERSON AND BODY-TO THE
NONVIOLENT lv10VFMEN'I. Tl IERJ : FOl~E I WILL KEEP THE
FOl.LOWIN<I TEN ( 'CYl\Hv1/\NDl'v11·:'.'JTS:

I. MEDITATE dail}'

<l!l

the teachings and life of Jesus.

2. REMUv1llER always that the nonviolent movement in

Birn1ingham seeks just kc ;md reconciliation-- not

vkwry.
J. W/\l,K and TALK in the manner of love, for God is

love.
4. PRAY daily to be used by God in order that all men
might be free .
5_ SACRIFICE pl'rsonal
be free .

wish~s

in order that all men might

6. OBSERVE with both friend and foe the ordinary rules
of courtesy.
7. SEEK to pcrfomt regular service for others and for
the world.
8. Rf.FRAIN from the violence of fist, tongue. or heart.
9. STRIVE to be in good spiritual and bodily health.

10. FOLLOW the directions of the movement and of the
captain on a demonstration.
I sign this pledge, having seriously considered what
I do and with the determination and will to persever.
Na1ne~~~-------~-----

Address _ _~-----------~
Phone-----------~~~-~

Nearest Relative___.---'---------Address _ _ _ _~---------~
Besides demonstrations, l could also help the movement by: (Circle the proper items)
Run errands, Ddve my car, Fix food for volunteers,
Clerical work, Make phone calls, Answer phones,
Mimeogi:aph, Type, Print signs, Distribute leaflets.
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